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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.2-rev6
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.2-rev6
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #3467.
46346 Smtp account information not shown
In the account settings for mail the smtp settings are displayed, but username and password were
not shown.
Fixed an enum issue to solve this.
46677 While subscribing to mail-folders not all ”subscribable” folders get displayed
After a Appsuite refresh some ”subscribable” folders disappeared.
This has been ﬁxed by dropping ”subfolders” attribute if all=false to avoid bad model updates.
46968 Upsell-Trigger within ”onboarding-wizard” not working
Upsell i-Frame for onboarding wizard didn’t working.
Added missing capability ﬁele to solve this.
47182 Separate email addresses with semicolon not working
Separate email addresses with semicolon after two or more were added as one didn’t work.
This has been ﬁxed by stopping edit more after ﬁrst model update.
47348 Password dialog for external accounts after update
For some users the ”recovery/secret?action=check” call permanently signals that the currently used
password is outdated and the new one is prompted.
Various DEBUG logging was added to class ’com.openexchange.secret.impl.CryptoSecretEncryptionService’,
which is supposed to be enabled to affected users using ’/opt/open-xchange/sbin/lofconf’ commandline tool, also did some other improfments for this. Also see Software Change 3482 below.
47429 Vacation rule jumps to top
The position of the vacation notice was reseted to the top if this rule has changed.
Now the position is kept if the rule was edited.
47438 Open-xchange-manage-group-resource: standard group guest delete and edit buttons active
Standard group guest delete and edit buttons were active.
Now edit or delete for guest group is disabled.
47467 Menu is displayed wrong
Email option menu was displayed wrong if the topbanner was active.
This has been ﬁxed by adding proper z-index to top banner.
47467 Menu is displayed wrong
Email option menu was displayed wrong if the topbanner was active.
This has been ﬁxed by adding proper z-index to top banner.
47510 Mobile Web uI only (tested on iPhone): Mail folder can not be added on Root-Level
Adding an IMAP folder via Mobile Web UI on root level (beside INBOX) does not work.
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This has been ﬁxed by changing check for virtual folders to allow contextmenu and deny pagechange.
47576 Rename of OX6 distribution lists not fully working in appsuite
OX6 sets display name and last name while creating a new distribution list.
Solution for distribution lists: if display name is updated last name is set to the same value.
47656 Sort menu not fully visible in horizontal mode
Sort menu was hidden by mail detail view if this part was to small.
Now the menu is always on top.
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3.1

Changes relevant for Administrators
Changes of Conﬁguration Files

Change #3482 Added property to enable/disable the fast crypt token check
Enhanced ﬁle ’secret.properties’ by the property ”com.openexchange.secret.recovery.fast.enabled”
to control whether fast crypt token check is enabled or not.
That mechanism is used to check the validity of user’s current secret in a fast manner and is used
when triggering the ”recovery/secret?action=check” call. Default is ”true”.

3.2

Changes of Command Line Tools

Change #3349 Added missing command-line options to ’logincounter’ CLI
Added missing command-line options to ’logincounter’ CLI to be able to specify JMX port, login or
password
usage: logincounter
-a, --aggregate Optional. Aggregates the counts by users.
Only the total number of logins without
duplicate counts (caused by multiple clients
per user) is returned.
-e, --end <arg> Required. Sets the end date for the
detecting range. Example: 2010-01-1 23:59:59
-H, --host <arg> The optional JMX host (default:localhost)
-h, --help Prints a help text
-l, --login <arg> The optional JMX login (if JMX has
authentication enabled)
-p, --port <arg> The optional JMX port (default:9999)
-r, --regex <arg> Optional. Limits the counter to login
devices that match regex.
--responsetimeout <arg> The optional response timeout in seconds
when reading data from server (default: 0s;infinite)
-s, --password <arg> The optional JMX password (if JMX has authentication enabled)
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Tests

Open-Xchange has successfully veriﬁed all bug ﬁxes that could be reproduced within a lab environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

46346, 46677, 46968, 47182, 47348, 47429, 47438, 47467, 47467, 47510, 47576, 47656,
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